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INSIGHT 4

Monitoring & Compliance:

MSIs employ inadequate methods to detect human
rights abuses and uphold standards

In this chapter: This chapter examines the requirements that MSIs have in place to monitor and
report on compliance with their standards. It also examines how MSIs respond to instances of noncompliance with their standards and their level of transparency regarding member non-compliance.
Summary of our insights: MSIs put considerable emphasis on the standards that they set, but have
not developed effective mechanisms for detecting abuses, enforcing compliance with those standards,
or transparently disclosing levels of compliance. Despite the emergence of models that enable rights
holders to legally enforce MSIs’ standards or to be actively engaged in monitoring companies for
abuses, MSIs have not adopted them. By focusing on setting standards without adequately ensuring
if members are following those standards, MSIs risk providing companies and governments with
powerful reputational benefits despite the persistence of rights abuses.
Key findings and observations:
• MSIs employ inadequate methods to detect human rights abuses.
• MSIs that monitor their members’ compliance with MSI standards do so through top-down
professionalized audits. These approaches do not consider the power imbalances between
rights holders and MSI members that may inhibit rights holders from reporting abuse or prevent
auditors from detecting abuse. For example:
• In reviewing the monitoring procedures of the 10 newest and 10 oldest MSIs, we found that no
single MSI had procedural requirements that address the spectrum of issues rights holders may
face when attempting to speak out about abuses, such as offering protection against reprisals or
ensuring evaluators speak local languages/use an independent interpreter.
• The majority of MSIs do not require any unannounced audits or spot checks.
• There are now many well-documented failures to detect violations that have resulted in harm or
abuse, such as audited factories collapsing or catching fire, or the documentation of severe labor
abuses in farms or factories that have been certified by MSIs. Yet, despite the increasing evidence
about the inherent limitations of MSI approaches to monitoring, most MSIs have not evolved to
adopt rights holder-centric models.
• MSIs have weak measures for upholding or enforcing compliance.
• MSIs respond to issues of serious non-compliance through their boards or certification bodies. As
a number of examples illustrate, if a member disputes a report or allegation of non-compliance,
the processes become vulnerable to delay and indecision. In worst-case scenarios, members
withdraw if they do not want to remediate or address abuses.
• Models have emerged that enable rights holders to enforce compliance, for example by requiring
members to put legally-binding terms reflecting an initiative’s standards in their contracts.
However, MSIs have not adopted them and thus compliance remains dependent on the
willingness of members to meet MSI standards.
• Many MSIs are not transparent about the extent of member compliance with standards.
Information on members’ compliance with standards and discipline is often unavailable or
incomplete. For example:
• Only half of the MSIs we reviewed that monitor compliance publish monitoring reports online,
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and the quality of these reports varies considerably.
• Only 11 out of the 18 MSIs with the power to discipline members provide a list of members who
have been suspended or expelled.
MSIs referenced: Alliance for Water Stewardship, Better Biomass, Bonsucro, Equitable Food Initiative,
Equitable Origin, Ethical Trading Initiative, Fair Labor Association, Fairtrade International, Forest
Stewardship Council, Global Coffee Platform, Global Network Initiative, Global Reporting Initiative,
GoodWeave International, ICTI Ethical Toy Initiative, Infrastructure Transparency Initiative, International
Code of Conduct for Private Security Providers, International Sustainability and Carbon Certification,
Marine Stewardship Council, Program for Endorsement for Forest Certification, Rainforest Alliance,
Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil, Social Accountability International, Sustainable Forestry Initiative,
UTZ, Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production.

Background: Context and Approach
MSIs are only effective to the extent that they change the behavior of their members. In order to do this,
MSIs need to have effective mechanisms for detecting if members are complying with their standards.
They also need to have mechanisms or processes in place that adequately respond to evidence of
non-compliance. Without such mechanisms, which can perhaps be thought of as performing the
“regulatory” or “oversight” functions of MSIs, there is little assurance that the standards that MSIs set
will lead to improved compliance or changes in human rights outcomes.
The centrality of effective monitoring and compliance mechanisms is well understood. Former UN
Special Representative for business and human rights, John Ruggie, has called weak or underdeveloped
monitoring efforts the “Achilles heel” of voluntary regulatory initiatives.1 In addition, as MSIs lack the
clear authority of governments, commentators have noted that their credibility depends in part on
their willingness and capacity to enforce their rules.2 MSIs that fail to take action against recalcitrant
members or to publicly disclose the level of compliance of members with their standards risk loss of
credibility. Indeed, for MSIs that are not transparent about member non-compliance, “the probability
of compliance by companies and their business partners decreases.”3
Yet, we have observed that many MSIs have largely retained the initial top-down monitoring systems
that they first embraced at their conception—or variations thereof—despite growing evidence that
top-down approaches do not reliably detect the levels of compliance by MSI members.4 Nor have MSIs
evolved to embrace efforts to make their standards legally binding or enforceable for rights holders.
Instead, they continue to use the limited tools of suspension, revocation, or expulsion if major noncompliance is detected. These have combined to limit the ability of MSIs to uphold their standards or
close the governance gaps that they are often viewed as attempting to fill (see Insight 1: Influence).
We base our analysis in this chapter on a number of sources. This includes examining the growing
body of research on MSI monitoring methods, including our previous research that looks at MSI
monitoring regimes from a human rights perspective. We also illustrate this trend through an analysis
of the monitoring, accountability, and transparency policies and procedures of the 10 oldest and the
10 most recently formed MSIs against the relevant “essential elements of effective MSI design” in
the MSI Evaluation Tool and Essential Elements of MSI Design.5 We selected these MSIs to ensure a
representative sample of the procedures adopted by long-established MSIs, as well as any potential
evolutions that might exist in more recently-formed initiatives. Where appropriate, we also draw on
examples from other MSIs, including ICTI Ethical Toy Initiative, Program for Endorsement for Forest
Certification (PEFC), Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO), UTZ, and Worldwide Responsible
Accredited Production (WRAP).
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Finally, we note that an MSI’s complaint system or grievance mechanism can theoretically also operate
as a compliance mechanism by alerting an MSI to alleged instances of non-compliance reported by
rights holders or their allies. These mechanisms are analyzed in Insight 5: Remedy.
1

MSIs employ inadequate methods to detect human rights abuses

Nearly all of the MSIs in our MSI Database have a system in place that is designed to offer assurance as
to whether their members are meeting initiative standards or are taking steps to implement them. Our
earlier research, conducted in conjunction with the development of our MSI Database, found that 91%
of the MSIs in our MSI Database (in 2016) require their members to undertake some form of external
auditing or monitoring.6 The vast majority of these MSIs (93%) do so through third-party audits or
assessments, while the remaining 7% perform their own evaluations.
This is consistent with our analysis of the monitoring procedures of the 10 oldest and the 10 most
recently formed MSIs reviewed for this report: 17 assess compliance with their standards by requiring
that their members submit to external monitoring. Of these 17 MSIs, 15 use a third-party monitoring
system to evaluate compliance against all of the MSI’s standards.7 The three MSIs that do not require
any external monitoring instead either rely on member self-reports or do not monitor their members
at all.8
As most MSIs, if they attempt to verify the compliance of their members at all, do so through thirdparty audits—both in the sample of 20 MSIs and in the MSI Database—this section focuses on analysis
and research relating to third-party auditing. While different MSIs and actors give this process different
names, such as “professionalized social auditing,” “third-party auditing” or “validation,” we refer to this
process as “top-down third-party monitoring,” as a catch-all term to encompass the process by all these
MSIs. Note, that in each of the 15 MSIs reviewed in this section, the third-party auditor or monitoring
body is approved by either the MSI or the entity being evaluated, rather than as a result of input from
rights holders. This is why we consider it top-down.
A. MSI monitoring procedures reflect inadequate attention to rights holders’ vulnerabilities
when reporting abuse or sharing their experiences with third-party monitors
All of the MSIs discussed in this report, including the 15 that use top-down third-party monitoring, have
standards that seek to benefit or protect rights holders, such as workers or communities living near
company operations. Rights holders have direct, often daily, interactions with the entities that make up
an MSI’s membership and thus hold critical information regarding member compliance. Indeed, they
may be the best—and sometimes only—source of information as to whether certain, less visible types
of abuses are occurring, such as forced labor, discrimination, harassment, or freedom of association
violations.
Yet, rights holders face multiple barriers—fear of reprisal, language, lack of awareness of rights—
that may prevent them from reporting abuses or sharing their experiences with external monitors.
The individuals that MSIs seek to protect often have little power or few resources to fight or prevent
abuse. They are often in vulnerable positions—such as women asked to report sexual harassment—
and may fear retaliation for speaking honestly and openly to evaluators, like loss of employment or
the risk of violent reprisal.9 Indeed, the power imbalances between rights holders and companies (or
governments) are immense. For rights holders to risk reporting to a third-party, they would need to
have sufficient trust in the monitoring process to speak openly and honestly about their experiences.
As a result, when evaluators conduct interviews, a failure to ensure adequate precautions undermines
their ability to ascertain the actual conditions that rights holders face. Examples of rights holders who
felt unable to speak out about actual conditions during audits and monitoring visits are outlined in
Spotlight 4.1.
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The use of out-of-town evaluators, with no local language skills or understanding, further compounds
issues with obtaining input from rights holders, as explored in later in this section. The professional
backgrounds and language capabilities of auditors—and their degrees of knowledge of the industry,
relevant human rights issues, and the local context—all influence the effectiveness of the monitoring
process. For example, evaluators with a background in operations or human resource management
may be ill-equipped to detect worker or union harassment or illegal firings.10 An evaluator who lacks
knowledge of the local context may fail to distinguish between an actual absence of violations and
interviewees’ perception that violations were either inevitable or so common as to be normalized.11 All
of this can be compounded in contexts where companies exercise some control over the monitoring
process, as explored in the case study on the Global Network Initiative (GNI) in Spotlight 4.2.
The 15 MSIs with monitoring procedures that we reviewed all have some elements that focus on
securing rights holder input, but no single MSI has requirements that address the spectrum of issues
rights holders face in disclosing their experiences, nor do they have requirements for evaluators that
could help overcome those barriers, such as knowledge of the relevant human rights issues or the
local social context. Of the 15 MSIs we reviewed, four do not have procedures that require interviews
with rights holders. In addition, six of the MSIs we studied do not set forth any procedures, such as
off-site interviews, to protect interviewees from possible reprisal. Even among the MSIs that have
certain protections in place, some MSIs mandate precautions only in specific instances, such as when
informants specifically request confidentiality, or where the assessor has identified sexual harassment
or risks to freedom of association.12 Only eight require broader consultation with rights holders, civil
society, or affected communities as part of regular monitoring efforts. Finally, while most of the MSIs
we reviewed require language skills and knowledge of human rights within the local context, only three
require that females conduct or assist with interviews, despite the fact that females are far less likely
to discuss highly sensitive issues such as sexual harassment in a mixed-gender setting.13 We note that
all of these are key features identified as central to effective monitoring generally, as well as in the MSI
Evaluation Tool and Essential Elements of MSI Design.14
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TABLE 4.1. Monitoring procedures and evaluator requirements

Requires
Requires
interviews
stakeholder
with rights
consultation
the
holdersPublishes during
number regular
of
complaintsevaluations
filed

Alliance for Water
Stewardship

Requires at
Requires
Sets forth
Requires
least one
a female
procedures
evaluator
evaluator
evaluator to
to protect
ability to
Information available
with
conduct or
Publishes thespeak local
interviewees
about individual knowledge
assist with
number of language
from reprisal
complaint decisions
of relevant
interviews
complaints resolved
or use an
or outcomes human rights
independent
issues or
interpreter
local social
context

Alliance for Water
Stewardship

No.

No.
Yes.

Yes.
No.

No.
Yes.

No.

No.

Better Biomass

Yes.

No.

No.

Yes.

No.

No.

Bonsucro

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

Yes.

No.

Equitable Food Initiative

Yes.

No.

Yes.

No.

No.

No.

Fair Labor Association

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Fairtrade International

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Forest Stewardship Council

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Global Network Initiative

No.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Good Weave International

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

No.

Yes.

International Code of Conduct
for Private Security Providers

No.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

International Sustainability
and Carbon Certification

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

No.

No.

Marine Stewardship Council

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Rainforest Alliance

Yes.

No.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.

Social Accountability
International

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

Yes.

No.
Yes.

Yes.

Sustainable Forestry
Initiative

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

Yes.

TOTAL (out of 15)

11

8

9

11

3

9

Source: The source data for this information is available from the spreadsheet “MSI Trends Dataset,” which is available on our website at
www.msi-integrity.org/datasets and contains information current as of June 30, 2019.
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In addition to a lack of emphasis on securing rights holder input, the majority of the MSIs whose
audit procedures we analyzed do not require unannounced monitoring in addition to scheduled visits.
Research has found that pre-announced monitoring visits “enable producers to falsify records and
rid facilities of unauthorized agency contractors or exploited workers.” 15 Despite this, only four MSIs
subject all of their members to at least some unannounced audits.16 Of the remaining 11 MSIs, 10 do
not require unannounced visits at all, while one other only requires that a small percentage of auditors’
total number of audits be unannounced.17 While monitors in some situations may need to make prior
arrangements to secure travel documents or ensure security or access in conflict zones, construction
sites, or remote areas, exceptions can be made in those cases, and thus they do not explain why most
MSIs do not require at least some unannounced visits for other sites or locations.18
As noted in Table 4.1, just over half of the MSIs require consultation with stakeholders as part of
ongoing monitoring efforts. However, for those that do, their procedures vary regarding what this
entails.19 For example, the Alliance for Water Stewardship merely requires that auditors check that
certified operations have evidence of stakeholder commentary on their performance, but provides
no guidance on who should be consulted or the procedures for doing so. 20 This risks making the
commentary a check-the-box exercise, which is compounded by the fact that many rights holders
face obstacles that prevent them from speaking out (see Spotlight 4.1). This does not need to be
the case. The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC), for example, has a detailed procedure dedicated to
stakeholder consultation, which sets forth who should participate, the required notice to participants,
confidentiality, culturally appropriate methods of engagement, and requires that monitors report back
to the stakeholder participants.21
The general lack of rigorous details to ensure that rights holders are able to safely and fully share their
experiences suggests that many MSIs either do not perceive rights holders as a central source of
information, or are failing to understand the importance of overcoming the significant risks that rights
holders may face when they report abuses. If rights holders had been given an active role in designing
these monitoring systems, we do not believe that this top-down third-party model would persist.

SPOTLIGHT 4.1. Rights holder voices: Inability to speak out on actual conditions
Our interviews with workers who are the intended beneficiaries of MSIs in Cameroon and
the Philippines revealed how fear of retaliation, lack of knowledge of their rights or the
MSI standards, pressure by management, and other barriers prevent them from reporting
complaints or abuses. For example, workers at certified factories said the following during
interviews:
What happens is that they prepare the staff for external evaluations, telling us: “If people
come and ask you X question, this is what you answer.” They do this with every section [of
staff]. And they pick the people who will answer. The impression they give to workers is
that if you forget the right answer, don’t answer because then they will close the company
and you will lose your job. So you have to answer with their lies.22
Each time . . . they call the workers and tell them exactly what to say. . . . If you don’t say
what they want you to say, they can fire you.23
Most of the time, it was the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman who were interviewed
because most of us had a hard time understanding the interviewers. . . . I would have
been willing to speak with them if they brought translators who spoke the local dialect.24
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They ask questions to workers in front of the hierarchy. . . . The management will use
their eyes to signal what should be said. . . . They should hold interviews like we are
doing now to make sure you have a real conversation.25
Before the audit, the factory prepared. They looked at the needles, they cleaned the
surroundings, in the hallways. The hallways are often very full, with a lot of scrap
materials. They painted; they cleaned the ceiling. They changed the fire extinguisher,
the medicine box. They got us [uniforms and protective equipment]. . . . Management
tells us that the auditor is coming, to wear the proper uniform, ID, mask, hairnet.
Sometimes they tell us what to say.26
One week before, management prepares for the inspection. All employees are given
orientation about what to say to inspectors. If they have questions about wages,
management told us to say that we received minimum wage. However, a lot of
employees didn’t actually get minimum wage. Contract workers were not getting
minimum wage.27
Back then I was new, I had only worked two months as a contractor. I said what
the company told me to say. We were informed that when an auditor asked about
overtime pay that we should say that we did get it, although we actually didn’t
get it. We were also told that if we were asked about safety equipment, to say that
facemasks and finger protectors are always there. They’re actually only there during
audits. I remember that they were told that if they don’t say those things that the
orders won’t come through. So I willingly followed those instructions to tell even if
they’re lies.28
The factory prepares for the audit. They manipulate us, they give us a script of what
to say. . . . The factory cleans, clean the machines. But what’s really important is that
they ask us to lie. If we don’t follow the script, they will fire us.29
We do very hard work. Cramped aisles. But they clear them out if there are visitors.
When aisles are not cleared—which is most of the time—you can’t get out of the
building in three minutes due to piles of garments in the aisles. It’s a safety problem
if there’s a fire. It’s an obstacle course: you have to jump over machines which they
pack into the aisles. . . .We told them about it, but they did nothing due to rushed
orders, and urgency of getting shipments out.30
Before the interview, management oriented workers, told them to answer in specific
ways. . . . Management says to say good things so that we can have more clients.31
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SPOTLIGHT 4.2. The Global Network Initiative: Substantial member control
over external monitoring and lack of rights holder involvement
GNI requires that its internet, technology, and telecommunication member companies
commit to the GNI Principles, which “provide high-level guidance to the ICT industry on how
to respect, protect, and advance user rights to freedom of expression and privacy, including
when faced with government demands for censorship and disclosure of users’ personal
information.”32 However, the GNI monitoring process does not require any direct interviews
with rights holders to understand how they were treated, or the consequences of any privacy
or freedom of expression abuses they faced.
In 2016, concerns that the Global Network Initiative’s assessment process required changes
to make it more “efficient, effective, transparent, and credible” contributed to a decision by
the Center for Business and Human Rights at New York University’s Stern School of Business
to withdraw from the Initiative.33
Under a new assessment procedure adopted in 2018, companies have significant control
over the process. After one year of membership and an initial self-assessment, companies
undergo an independent assessment of their systems, policies, and procedures to implement
the GNI Principles, which includes a review of case studies to illustrate whether and how those
policies and procedures work in practice.34 Companies select the assessor from a list of firms
accredited by the GNI Board and companies and assessors must agree on the case studies
that assessors review.35 Although non-company GNI members have input into case selection,
the company and assessor can reject those proposals, so long as they explain their reasoning
in the assessment report.36 A company can also withhold information if legal requirements
bar them from disclosure, or “to protect attorney-client privilege, to maintain user privacy,
to fulfill its contractual commitments, or for competitive reasons.”37 The assessor cannot
demand information, but instead states in the report whether they had sufficient access to
conduct the assessment and if a company’s withholding of information materially affected
the assessment.38
Companies also have a degree of control over the outcome of the assessment process. The
company can suggest revisions to the assessment report before it is shared with the GNI
Board, and can identify information to be removed for confidentiality, privilege, user privacy,
contractual, or competitive reasons.39 If the Board makes recommendations based on its
review of the assessment, a company can modify or reject them so long as it explains the basis
for its decision.40 A rejection, however, may factor into the Board’s determination of whether
the company is making a good faith effort to implement the GNI Principles and improve over
time.41
Finally, there is no requirement that members share the assessment report publicly. Rather,
they need only share the outcome, “using a format of their own choosing.”42 GNI only provides
public assessment reports with the information aggregated and anonymized to preserve
confidentiality.43 Thus, civil society representatives and individual rights holders who are not
GNI members cannot analyze the assessment itself and are left with limited information to
understand how member companies are living up to their GNI commitments.
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A growing body of evidence points to the inherent limitations of MSI approaches
to monitoring

The failure of MSIs to adopt monitoring processes that are designed to engender the trust of rights
holders to report abuses is further compounded by the growing body of research that shows topdown third-party monitoring, by itself, cannot effectively prevent abuses in supply chains.44 Many
factories or certified sites have passed audits and shortly thereafter experienced catastrophes or
exposure of major violations, as Figure 4.1 illustrates. Research compiled by the Business & Human
Rights Resource Center and the Clean Clothes Campaign points to wide concern that this model,
in its current form, has not been effective in preventing labor abuses.45 The problems with external
monitoring have been corroborated in numerous contexts, including a study on internal factory audit
reports in four Southeast Asian countries, interviews with labor rights and monitoring organizations,
and two recent studies on failures to detect modern slavery in cocoa and tea supply chains.46 MSIs
have also begun to recognize these shortcomings. The Fair Labor Association (FLA) has stated that
“conventional auditing” methodologies, which rely heavily on checklists, “do little to prevent recurring
violations or drive sustainable and progressive improvements in working conditions.”47 The Ethical
Trading Initiative has recognized a lack of progress in addressing discrimination and harassment and
“that fundamental principles, such as workers’ rights to join a trade union and negotiate collectively,
are not being sufficiently addressed.”48 This section synthesizes the key lessons learned about the
failures or limitations of top-down third-party monitoring.
Most monitoring visits are limited in that they present only a snapshot
of some conditions at a particular location, at a specific time. Research
has found that monitoring can produce basic improvements in health
and safety, but that these can be “unstable in that many factories cycle
in and out of compliance over time.”49 In addition, most monitoring
schemes rely on sampling. FLA, for example, audits only 5% of a
participating company’s suppliers where the company accounts for a
non-negligible amount of the supplier’s total production.50 Rainforest
Alliance’s requirements for group surveillance audits specify that the
sample size be the square root of the total number of member farms
in a group.51 A recent study on the failures of audits to detect forced
labor in cocoa and tea production noted that samples can comprise
as little as 5% of the farms within a cooperative.52 While top-down
auditing can, theoretically, be supplemented with effective compliant or
whistleblowing mechanisms, as Insight 5: Remedy explains, MSIs have
failed to design effective complaint procedures.

“Most monitoring
visits are limited in
that they present
only a snapshot of
some conditions
at a particular
location, at a
specific time.”

In addition, cost concerns and the corporate orientation of commercial auditing firms can result in a lack
of focus on rights holder experiences and a concomitant failure to detect or prevent abuses. Typically,
the company or entity under review selects the firm who will conduct the audit from a list of firms
accredited by the MSI.53 Currently, for-profit firms perform the majority of social audits, competing for
market share in an industry whose value is estimated to be between US$15–80 billion annually.54 For
example, to maintain a Social Accountability International (SAI) certification, suppliers must undergo
monitoring visits every six months, which run from one day (for sites with up to 250 employees) to 3.5
days (for sites with more than 15,000 employees), at a set fee of $400–1,500 per day.55 This is on top
of initial certification costs, and also excludes the daily travel fees and the cost of “airfare, meals, and
hotels, and the cost of interpretation” that are borne by the supplier.56 The high day-rates charged by
commercial auditors creates pressure to complete audits in less time and with smaller teams, which
may rule out in-depth techniques such as off-site interviews or repeated visits to build trust.57
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FIGURE 4.1. Prominent examples of MSI monitoring systems failing to detect abuses or non-compliance

1

2019: Thomson Reuters investigation found tea estates in Sri Lanka certified by Rainforest Alliance and Fairtrade
International paying workers as little as US $0.14 a day after fees and deductions levied without consent, in
1
violation of Rainforest Alliance and Fairtrade standards;

2

2018: An academic study found widespread forced labor in tea plantations in India and cocoa communities in
2
Ghana, including those that were certified by Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, UTZ and other MSIs;

3

2018: A report by China Labor Watch found poor labor standards, including excessive overtime, exposure to toxic
chemicals and poor living conditions, at toy factories in China certified by the ICTI Ethical Toy Initiative, in violation
3
of its standards;

4

2017: A France2 TV special report on the timber sector in Romania and Indonesia revealed that the Program for
Endorsement for Forest Certification issued certifications for sites—including a nuclear power plant and a French
4
nightclub— based on submissions apparently approved by mail with no questions asked;

5

2016: A report by Amnesty International found severe labor abuses, including forced labor and child labor on
5
Indonesian palm oil plantations certified by the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil;

6

2016: A journalist uncovered labor violations at a Fair Labor Association-certified factory in Vietnam, including
6
wage penalties, which violate the Association’s standards.

7

2015: A BBC investigation uncovered child labor, crumbling housing, and other poor conditions on Rainforest
7
Alliance-certified tea estates in India;

8

2012: A fire at the Ali factory Pakistan killed nearly 300 workers three weeks after it passed a Social Accountability
8
International inspection;

9

2012: An investigation by Chinese media found that students, some as young as 14, had been coerced to work
on iPhone 5 production at Foxconn in China after a Fair Labor Association assessment found that Foxconn’s
9
internship program participants understood that they were free to leave;

10

2010: A fire in a factory alleged to have been certified by the Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production
(WRAP) in Bangladesh killed 21 workers because failing safety provisions and blocked exits made it impossible to
10
escape. WRAP refutes that it ever certified this factory.

Sources: The sources and citations for Figure 4.1 are available in the Cited Sources list at the end of this chapter.
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The typical labor-focused monitoring visit—in which an external monitor spends one to three days
at a site, proceeds through a checklist of items, and moves on—has limited opportunities for rights
holder-focused interaction and dialogue.58 Thus, external monitoring favors more “visible” issues, such
as “blocked aisles, uncharged fire extinguishers, and irregular personnel records,” but fails to reliably
detect “invisible” issues, such as harassment, illegal firings, discrimination, and restrictions on freedom
of association or the right to unionize,59 despite the fact that the ability to organize is key to workers’
ability to safeguard their rights. Research commissioned by the Ethical Trading Initiative acknowledged
this shortcoming, recognizing that “results directly affecting the lives of workers” were “largely limited
to the more ‘visible’ (and readily accessible)” aspects of their standards, such as child labor or health
and safety violations.60 Others have noted that monitoring may fail to detect forced labor, or reach
home workers and other temporary or informal workers because these take place outside of formal
employment relationships, which means the most vulnerable workers are often overlooked.61

SPOTLIGHT 4.3. Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production: Failure to
detect freedom of association violations
WRAP focuses on factories in the supply chains of the garment and footwear industry. There
are currently over 2,200 WRAP-certified facilities employing over two million workers.62 To
become certified, facilities must commit to WRAP’s standards—which include compliance
with local labor laws and respect for employees’ rights to freedom of association and collective
bargaining—and undergo an audit by a WRAP-accredited external monitor.63 WRAP requires
that monitors have knowledge of relevant labor laws where the factory is located, the local
language, and the predominant language(s) used by employees.64 Once certified, factories
are subject to random, unannounced audits during the certification period.65
In 2017, MSI Integrity staff interviewed employees of a garment factory in the Philippines, which
at the time was WRAP-certified as “Platinum,” its highest level. Those interviews indicated
that factory management coached workers to lie to monitors about working conditions.66
Interviewees also indicated that management violated the WRAP Principles addressing respect
for freedom of association and collective bargaining. In particular, multiple interviewees
confirmed that management had threatened workers with factory closure if they voted to
form a union.67 One union member also reported that management placed all pro-union
employees on one factory line together to separate them from the other workers,68 while
others indicated that the factory had shut down months earlier in response to organizing
efforts.69
After MSI staff had completed their field research and departed, workers held an election to
form a union. Weeks later, the factory shut down again, affecting 400 workers.70 According to
union officers, when the factory reopened, they were not allowed to return to work, even as
200 workers, all non-union, were rehired.71
The factory is no longer listed as a certified facility on the WRAP website, but we are not aware
of the circumstances that led to its removal. This case nonetheless serves to illustrate that
monitoring can fail to detect even flagrant freedom of association violations, such as those
described by the workers we interviewed, as well as to point to the lack of transparency in
WRAP’s decision-making and accountability practices.
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In addition, while such firms may be skilled at assessing corporate practices such as procurement
processes, financial procedures, or other internal controls, they are unlikely to have expertise in
conducting human-rights focused interviews among vulnerable workers, indigenous communities,
or others who have experienced rights abuses.72 Indeed, evidence from focus groups on sexual
harassment has illustrated how commercial auditors may assume companies are in compliance unless
they find evidence to the contrary, and as a result, take workers’ statements about the lack of abuses
at face value, rather than explore whether workers understand their rights and feel comfortable talking
about violations.73 Another study concluded that monitors perceive codes of conduct “as standards
that relate to labour as a disembodied factor of production, not to people with rights.”74
Finally, social audit firms currently lack the legal accountability of their counterparts in the financial
auditing industry.75 Professional auditing firms accredited by MSIs often openly state that their
priority is mitigating reputational damage and business risks, rather than actually exposing and
solving workplace violations.76 Some critics ascribe this narrow approach to a corporate bias among
commercial auditors, noting, for example, that “[c]ommercial firms are not naturally inclined to explore
the socially constructed realities of workers and seek to empower people for change—it might upset
their clients.”77 There is a lack of strong oversight that is necessary to counter the risk of companies
producing flattering social audit reports to appease clients, and MSIs have so far failed to fulfill this
role.78
Taken together, these shortcomings—particularly the lack of worker involvement and direction, the
lack of transparency and accountability, and the inability of workers or local civil society organizations
(CSOs) to verify results—undermine the ability of monitoring processes to reliably detect abuses,
to improve conditions, or to prevent abuses. We believe, as do a growing chorus of researchers, that
“audits are ineffective tools for detecting, reporting, or correcting environmental and labour problems
in supply chains,” and instead, “reinforce existing business models and preserve the global production
status quo.”79
While much of the research into monitoring is focused on social auditing in the labor context—and,
indeed, much of our focus in this section has been on MSIs with a labor focus because they make up
a significant portion of MSIs—we have noticed that the concerns and critiques of monitoring apply to
other contexts where there is also professionalized monitoring without rights holders’ engagement. The
case study on GNI in Spotlight 4.2 is one example. Another is the Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI), which we have closely studied and critiqued for its failure to reliably detect threats to
the freedom of expression and movement, the right to privacy and ability to act free from reprisal, all of
which are part of its standard.80 Their approach, as well as GNI’s, mirrors that of social auditing. In both
scenarios, rights holders are not part of the design of the evaluation and little is done to engender trust
with local CSOs or rights holders.81 In the case of EITI, there are no requirements to protect individuals
speaking with auditors (who they refer to as “validators”) against reprisal for reporting abuses or that
interviews will be confidential—indeed, there are no requirements at all that rights holders are spoken
to directly or even that field visits to regions affected by extractive activity occur.82
This is not to suggest that all approaches to external monitoring are inherently problematic. As the
discussion in Spotlight 4.4 highlights, independent monitoring may be effective if it empowers and
centers rights holders, is sufficiently transparent and inclusive, and enables CSOs and rights holders
to verify or comment on the results.83 However, MSIs have not adopted such rights holder-centered
approaches.
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SPOTLIGHT 4.4. New monitoring approaches: Potential effectiveness hinges
on rights holder empowerment
We note that there are emerging options that move “beyond social auditing” toward
approaches that place more focus on the needs and interests of rights holders.84 In particular,
technology-enabled “worker voice” tools have emerged to promote worker engagement
in the monitoring process.85 These tools use technology such as smartphones to improve
grievance and reporting mechanisms across global supply chains.86 Laborlink, for example, is
a mobile worker survey and grievance tool that allows workers to directly and anonymously
report on working conditions.87 Another alternative strategy gaining traction in other private
governance efforts is the creation of “participation committees,” which are loosely defined
groups of rights holders—workers or otherwise—who external auditors can then engage with
directly.88
While it is encouraging that these alternatives are emerging, unless they address rights holder
knowledge and empowerment, these new tools will ultimately fail to address—and may
even replicate—the limitations of existing efforts.89 For example, “worker voice” technology
is a modern twist on hotlines or online complaint forms, which some MSIs have had for a
long time.90 Even proponents of “worker voice” technology recognize that these tools often
“lead to a one-way collection of feedback, rather than a dialogue that enables workers to
become directly involved in using data for meaningful change.”91 The Worker Engagement
Supported by Technology Principles attempts to address these issues by identifying best
practices for creation of such tools, which include involving workers in design, building worker
trust through engagement, managing security risks, and communicating results back to
workers.92 Similarly, the “participation committees” parallel or substitute the role of unions
or pre-existing community-based organizations, and have been criticized in practice as being
“unrepresentative groups that are often controlled by management,”93 and which may even
undermine efforts to establish unions or promote community empowerment.94
The rights holder centrality to monitoring that is key to the Worker-driven Social Responsibility
model is also an alternative approach that seeks to overcome the power imbalances that
characterize traditional social auditing. This is discussed further in Insight 1: Influence.

3

MSIs have weak measures for upholding or enforcing compliance with their
standards

A. MSIs have remained voluntary despite innovations in enforceability
Membership in MSIs is voluntary. For those entities that do decide to join, they are encouraged and
expected to comply with an MSI’s standards. If they do not, they generally risk suspension, expulsion,
or other internal measures. Ultimately, however, a member’s commitments are not binding and
enforceable.
This is despite the fact that innovations around enforceability of private governance standards have
emerged over the last decade. For example, the Corporate Accountability Lab is piloting a program
where corporate buyers enter into contracts with suppliers that mandate rights holder protections, and
explicitly grant rights holders the power to enforce those provisions in court as third-party beneficiaries
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of those contracts.95 In the MSI context, this could translate to requiring members to put MSI standards
in their contracts, with right holders as third-party beneficiaries. Another example are the Workerdriven Social Responsibility initiatives, discussed in Insight 1: Influence. These require members to
adopt legally binding standards that rights holders can legally enforce outside the initiatives. In the
Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, for example, corporations who voluntarily join
must enter into legally binding agreements with trade unions that require the companies to finance
and implement a fire and building safety program at their supplier factories.96 Under the Agreement,
parties with unresolved disputes submit to a final and binding arbitration process, the outcome of
which is enforceable in court.97 Other possibilities can also be imagined relevant to different MSIs. Yet
none of the MSIs in our MSI Database have chosen to revise their approach to include mechanisms
that would legally compel their members to comply with the MSI’s standards.98
B. MSIs have weak mechanisms for responding to contested cases of non-compliance
In the event of non-compliance, rather than give rights holders the power to enforce standards, MSIs
generally have rules that allow them to suspend or revoke membership or certification as the ultimate
consequence for repeated or grave failures to comply with standards. This decision is left to the
monitoring agency or the MSI board or relevant subcommittee. Among the 20 MSIs that we analyzed
for this chapter (the 10 oldest and 10 newest MSIs in our MSI Database), 18 have procedures to suspend
or expel members for violations.99 The two that do not have this power are the Global Coffee Platform
and the Global Reporting Initiative.100 This is broadly consistent with our earlier research, conducted
in conjunction with the development of our MSI Database, which found that the majority (78%) of
international standard-setting MSIs sanction members in this way, while the remainder (22%) do not
sanction members at all.101
While these formal suspension or expulsion processes exist, in our observation, the culture and
modality of many MSIs is to, where possible, constructively engage with members who are in noncompliance to help them address the behaviors or practices that are causing harm or otherwise
violating their standards, rather than to default to formal or adversarial processes. In cases where these
issues are not contested and there exists a genuine willingness on the part of the company to reform
or address the concern, this approach can be very useful and effective. We are aware of a considerable
number of such cases—many of which never become matters that are publicly discussed by the MSI,
but rather were resolved between participants.
It is when members dispute the allegations or do not wish to change their practices that MSI’s
accountability processes are vulnerable to breaking down. In many certification MSIs, allegations
of non-compliance are initially, and sometimes exclusively, issues for the third-party auditor who
monitored the site to investigate or resolve.102 Given the large financial interests at stake in these
relationships, in practice such investigations have been charged as lacking sufficient impartiality to be
credible.103 For those MSIs that instead examine cases through a multi-stakeholder process—or who
have multi-stakeholder panels for appeals—we have observed that tensions rise and constituencybased factions are more likely to emerge. As our analysis in Insight 2: Stakeholder Participation
explains, in such contested cases MSIs tend to favor the status quo: a majority or consensus of
votes is ordinarily required if the board or a board sub-committee is needed, while civil society—the
constituency who most consistently, in our observation, support pro-human rights outcomes—faces
disadvantages in rallying support from other constituencies, and so forth. The question of whether to
hold a member to account can also spill over to encompass wider issues about retaining membership
and the relationship dynamics within the initiative.104
The steps an MSI or auditor will take when faced with evidence or allegations of non-compliance
depends on a host of factors. These may include how the non-compliance has come to the attention of
the initiative—through a complaint filed in an MSI’s grievance mechanism (see Insight 5: Remedy), an
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audit, or perhaps if a CSO participant directly raises allegations to the board—as well as the severity of
the issue and the MSI’s specific procedures and policies. While in some circumstances, the response
is clearly prescribed—for example, an MSI might require that if a critical or major violation is found
by an external monitor then the MSI member loses its certification, or that minor issues must be
corrected within a specific timeframe105 —however, in general, finding that a member has violated
an MSI’s standards does not necessarily promptly lead to the member’s suspension or expulsion.
This is because the multi-stakeholder process can often result in protracted decision-making. This
is compounded by the fact that, out of the 18 MSIs we studied that have the power to suspend or
expel members, 12 allow an appeal, heard by the full board or a subcommittee or panel. Only 3 out of
those 12 impose a deadline on the final decision. In addition, only 5 out of the 12 explicitly state that
suspension or expulsion remains in effect during the appeal process.106
The decision to suspend or remove non-complying members can thus be bogged down in committee
reviews, and risks being further compounded if an MSI uses ambiguous language about the grounds
on which suspension or expulsion are appropriate. For example, GNI requires its Board to consider
whether the member made “good faith efforts to implement the Principles with improvement
over time” before determining a response to member non-compliance, and its charter requires a
supermajority (two-thirds of the Board, and at least 50% of each constituent group) to terminate a
member.107 FLA looks to whether a member “fails to meet or maintain” participation criteria and also
requires a supermajority, defined as at least two-thirds of each constituent group.108 In both MSIs,
the board can vote to extend the review and delay the decision indefinitely.109 Other MSIs also have
vague language for when suspension or expulsion is warranted—such as a “serious failure” to meet
membership obligations, behavior that “jeopardizes the integrity” of the initiative, or for “flagrant nonconformity” with the standard.110
Ultimately, in the absence of binding legal obligations—which MSIs have failed to adopt—if a member
does not want to accept responsibility, rectify their behavior, or provide a remedy to a rights holder,
they can simply withdraw from the initiative. Due to the lack of transparency around compliance or
breaches (explored further in the following section of this chapter), or the decision-making related
to it, it is difficult to accurately analyze how frequently such withdrawal has occurred. However, we
include some examples of this in Figure 4.2. These are not intended to be comprehensive, and only
represent a tiny fraction of the hundreds of allegations of non-compliance MSIs have investigated, but
rather to illustrate how some of these issues manifest in practice. The RSPO case study on our website
also illustrates how severe delays in responding to non-compliance allegations can undermine the
effectiveness and credibility of an MSI. It outlines how nearly a decade after a Liberian NGO presented
a complaint to RSPO against a palm oil company for a range of abuses, including failure to obtain the
free, prior, and informed consent of local communities, these abuses continue and the matter is still
under investigation.
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FIGURE 4.2. Examples highlighting the vulnerabilities of MSIs in responding to evidence or allegations of
non-compliance
MSI Issue
Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative
In 2013, civil society NGOs
brought it to EITI’s attention that
Azerbaijan engaged in repression
of civil society, a breach of EITI’s
standards.111

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil
In 2016, the Rainforest Action
Network, the International Labor
Rights Forum, and the Indonesian
labor rights organization OPPUK
filed a complaint with RSPO and
issued a report documenting
extensive labor abuses on two palm
oil plantations owned by Indofood
subsidiary Lonsum, an RSPO
member.115

Program for the Endorsement of
Forest Certification and Forest
Stewardship Council
A 2015 report by the Environmental
Investigation Agency alleged
that Holzindustrie Schweighofer
purchased and traded illegally
harvested timber from Romania,
which it presented as coming from
PEFC-controlled sources and FSCcertified forests.119

Accountability Process

Outcome

Decision delay

Suspension led to
member withdrawal

Without a clear process for responding
to such issues, ambiguity in the
standard, and no set of time-limits
to resolve the issue, the question of
how to address the case of Azerbaijan
dominated board affairs for several
years—taking time away from other
issues. The decision could have taken
longer if EITI had not updated its
rules in 2016 to set forth guidelines
on how to address specific issues
of non-compliance, consistent with
recommendations we made in an EITI
evaluation.112

Investigation delay
The process became protracted
over how RSPO would investigate
the complaints, resulting in a long
negotiation over the terms governing
an independent audit, with Rainforest
Action Network insisting on a
guarantee from Indofood that, if they
revealed the location of the abuses,
workers on those plantations would
not suffer reprisals.116 During this time,
Indofood continued to sell RSPOcertified palm oil.

Investigations commence
PEFC Austria filed a complaint against
Holzindustrie Schweighofer based on
the allegations in the report.120
The report also led WWF Germany
to file a complaint to FSC against
Holzindustrie Schweighofer, which led
to the establishment of a complaint
panel and an investigation.121

Four years ensued before EITI
finally suspended Azerbaijan in
March 2017.113 Azerbaijan withdrew
from EITI in response to the
suspension.114

Suspension led to member
withdrawal
In 2018, more than two years
after the complaint was filed, an
independent verification audit found
multiple violations. This resulted
in RSPO directing Lonsum to take
numerous corrective actions, and the
suspension of the certification of the
palm oil mill involved and its supply
bases.117 Rather than engage in that
process, however, Lonsum simply
withdrew from RSPO.118

Complaint dismissed by one MSI;
company expelled in another
In 2016, FSC suspended Schweighofer
over the allegations and set conditions
that it had to fulfill to return as a member.
122
When further allegations of noncompliance during the three-month
probation period emerged, the company
was expelled in 2017.123 In 2018, FSC set
conditions for the company’s possible readmission and remained in engagement
with the company. However, the company
has not yet been re-admitted.
By comparison, in 2016 PEFC Austria
referred the issue to the third-party
auditor that had certified Schweighofer
to investigate. The auditor and the
certification body that assisted did not find
“proof to corroborate the allegations.”124 As
a result, the company was not sanctioned,
despite that an investigation by the
Romanian Ministry of the Environment,
Water, and Forests had “identified a series
of irregularities” at Schweighofer.125
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MSI Issue

Accountability Process

Outcome

Social Accountability International

Procedural confusion

No disciplinary action

In 2010, Dolefil, an SAI-certified Dole
subsidiary, refused to comply with an
order by the Philippines Department
of Labor to reinstate recognition of
the democratically elected union in
advance of upcoming elections. The
union: (1) sought a resolution through
SAI’s complaint management system
by filing an informal complaint
against the parent company Dole; (2)
filed a complaint against the auditor
with the SAI body that accredited
it, for allowing labor violations to
continue at Dolefil over several years
of audits; and (3) complained to the
SAI-certified auditor seeking another
audit at Dolefil and a corrective
action plan.126

In response to the first two types of
complaints (the complaint against
Dole and the complaint against the
auditor), an assessment eventually
concluded that Dole had violated its
SAI commitments. The SAI Advisory
Board, however, dismissed the case on
the grounds that the complaint to the
auditor was the proper venue for the
union to pursue the issues.

After more than two years of
investigation, SAI let Dolefil keep its
certification: “in the end, the workers’
complaints were dismissed without a
clear resolution and the workers were
without any further recourse or appeal of
the decision.”128

Bonsucro

Procedural confusion and
withdrawal

No disciplinary action; Complaint filed
with UK National Contact Point

A year after the complaint, Mitr Phol
withdrew from Bonsucro.130 Three
years after the withdrawal, however,
Bonsucro reinstated Mitr Pohl, without
restarting the complaint process.131
Three NGOs then filed another
complaint with Bonsucro on behalf
of the victims.132 Almost three years
later, in 2018, Bonsucro dismissed
the complaint on the grounds that the
events took place before Mitr Phol first
became a member, and it would only
consider the actions of Mitr Phol during
its membership.133

Mitr Phol remains a member of Bonsucro.

Decision delay

Complaint remains under investigation
since 2012; Additional complaint filed
with the National Contact Point of
Switzerland in 2018

In 2011, international and Cambodian
NGOs jointly submitted a complaint
to Bonsucro, alleging that, in 2008
and 2009, Bonsucro member Mitr
Phol had forcibly confiscated land to
make way for a sugar plantation and
did not provide fair compensation to
the hundreds of families that were
displaced.129

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
Oil
Since 2012, Transformation for
Justice Indonesia (TuK Indonesia),
an Indonesian community rights
group, has pursued a complaint with
the RSPO against PT Mitra Austral
Sejahtera (PT MAS), a subsidiary
of the palm oil giant Sime Darby,
regarding confiscation of indigenous
villagers’ land in West Kalimantan.136

In response to the union complaint
with the auditor, however, the parent
company Dole responded to the
auditor’s finding that Dolefil had
violated workers’ associational rights
by filing its own complaint against the
auditor—resulting in a process that
excluded the union.127

After more than five years of
discussions with no resolution, TuK
Indonesia asked RSPO to issue an
injunction preventing Sime Darby
from selling its stake in PT MAS before
the conflict was resolved.137 The sale
proceeded in June 2019, however,
despite a resolution passed by RSPO
in November 2018, which called on
members subject to complaints not
to avoid accountability by divesting or
withdrawing their membership.138

The victims have since filed a complaint
with the United Kingdom National
Contact Point (NCP), under the
Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) Guidelines for
Multinational Enterprise, alleging that
Bonsucro, rather than hold Mitr Phol to
its standards, helped to whitewash its
human rights abuses.134 The UK NCP
has decided that the OECD Guidelines
apply to Bonsucro and has accepted the
complaint.135 The case was still pending
as at the time of writing.

TuK Indonesia has filed a complaint
against RSPO with the NCP of Switzerland,
under the OECD Guidelines, alleging that
RSPO has failed to address its complaint
within a reasonable period. The Swiss
NCP accepted the complaint, reasoning
that the RSPO, though not a traditional
multinational enterprise, is covered by
the OECD Guidelines because it has
commercial activities.
The Swiss NCP facilitated a discussion
between TuK Indonesia and RSPO that
resulted in the two parties agreeing on
a process for a pending legal review of
the complaint by the RSPO Complaints
Panel, a joint action plan to conclude the
complaint, commitments for continued
communication, and a follow up on the
process with the Swiss NCP.139
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4

Information on compliance and discipline is often unavailable or incomplete

Transparency about the level and extent of compliance by members with an MSI’s standards is crucial.
It allows external actors to independently understand and scrutinize whether particular member
companies or governments are meeting their human rights commitments, and can incentivize
members to follow through on their commitments to the initiative in a rigorous and rights-compatible
way.140 In addition, transparency regarding members’ compliance aids an understanding of whether
MSIs have changed the behavior of their members in the ways that they intend.
However, despite the importance of such transparency to MSI legitimacy, most MSIs either do not
disclose key information about member compliance, or if they do, it is highly inaccessible .
TABLE 4.2. MSI transparency regarding member compliance, suspensions, and expulsions

Alliance for Water
Stewardship
Better Biomass

Yes.

No.
Yes.

No.

Yes.

No.

No.

Equitable Origin*

Yes.

Yes.

Ethical Trading Initiative

No.

Yes.

Fair Labor Association

Yes.

No.

Fairtrade International

No.

Yes.

Forest Stewardship Council

Yes.

Yes.

Global Coffee Platform***

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

No.

N/A
N/A

Global Reporting Initiative***

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Good Weave International

No.

Yes.

Infrastructure Transparency
Initiative

Yes.

No.

International Code of Conduct
for Private Security Providers

No.

No.

International Sustainability
and Carbon Certification

Yes.

Yes.

Marine Stewardship Council

No.

Yes.

Bonsucro
Equitable Food Initiative

Global Network Initiative
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Provides online access to monitoring/
Provides a list of suspended or
compliance reports of current members
canceled members
Information available
Publishes the
Publishes the
about individual
number of
number of
complaint decisions
No.
Yes.
Yes. complaints filed
No.
complaints resolved
or outcomes

Provides online access to monitoring/
compliance reports of current members

Provides a list of suspended or
canceled members

Rainforest Alliance

Yes.

Yes.

Social Accountability
International

No.

Yes.

Sustainable Forestry
Initiative**

Yes.

Yes.

Total (of 20)

9

11

* Equitable Origin has only certified one site but has fully disclosed sanction information for that site.
** FLA and Sustainable Forestry Initiative provide monitoring reports, but it is not possible to search them to determine if they
include suspended or withdrawn members.
*** Does not monitor or audit members.
**** Based on a review of the available company assessment reports, GNI has not suspended or withdrawn any members.
Source: The source data for this information is available from the spreadsheet “MSI Trends Dataset,” which is available on our website at
www.msi-integrity.org/datasets and contains information current as of June 30, 2019.

Most MSIs, if they disclose compliance with standards at all, do so through
the release of their monitoring reports or other board-approved reports.
However, the incidence of this is very low. As Table 4.2 demonstrates, only
nine out of the 18 MSIs that monitor compliance (either externally or through
self-reports) publish their monitoring or audit reports online . Moreover, even
among those MSIs that make audit reports available to the public, the level
of detail available varies widely, both from auditor to auditor and from MSI
to MSI. For example, in two recent audit reports for the Alliance for Water
Stewardship, one auditor merely created a checklist that indicates whether
criteria were met,141 whereas the other by a different auditor on the same
standards went into much greater detail around decisions.142 The lack of
sufficient requirements about the quality and content of reporting can mean
it is difficult to comprehend the true level of compliance, or the significance
of reported breaches. In the case of a company that meets an indicator based
on discrimination, for example, this might be because it has a discrimination
policy, or because there is no evidence of widespread discrimination against
vulnerable groups. These are very different scenarios from a rights protection
perspective, yet unless reports disclose sufficient details, these important
distinctions are lost and remain outside of public scrutiny.

“Only 9 out of
the 18 MSIs
that monitor
compliance . . .
publish their
monitoring or
audit reports
online.”

In addition, many of the MSIs we reviewed do not systematically disclose information on disciplinary
actions against members. For example, of the 18 MSIs we reviewed that monitor member performance,
only 11 provide a list of members who are suspended or expelled, and in most instances, this comprises
a list of names without the bases for the decisions. Only seven MSIs allow the public to see the related
monitoring report to determine the basis for a suspension or expulsion. Among these MSIs, two of
them—FLA and the Sustainable Forestry Initiative—have all monitoring reports available, but a user
would need to have already known that a company has been suspended or expelled, because it is not
possible to filter through the reports by this variable.
Even when these lists or details of member compliance are technically available, the information is
often very difficult to locate. Most of the MSIs we reviewed who provide compliance information do
not have it easily accessible from their website homepage or in the main site navigation, which means
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users often need to know where or what to search for. For example, on the website for SAI, users have
to follow a circuitous route: clicking “SA8000 Standard” and then “Certified Organizations,” to access
“the full SA8000-Certified Organizations list,” which is an Excel sheet that contains information on
current as well as suspended, cancelled, or expired certifications.143 The website for the Infrastructure
Transparency Initiative requires a search on the “Resources” webpage to access monitoring reports.144
It is quite possible that, unless individuals or actors knew such reports or details were available, they
might not find them. This is very different from clearly and publicly providing transparent information
about member compliance.
Finally, among supply chain MSIs, most provide compliance information for producers only, not for
brands or corporate buyers. This is in keeping with an overall emphasis on producer conduct, rather
than on actors that create and sell final products. For example, of the four MSIs in our MSI Database
that primarily focus on the garment industry, two do not provide any reporting on the practices of
brands, and another provides only limited and irregular reports on brand compliance (see Spotlight
3.6 in Insight 3: Standards & Scope). The exception is the Fair Wear Foundation, which produces
an annual scorecard that is easily accessible, standardized, and includes evaluations against key
standards. Indeed, its reporting is a good model for other MSIs.
If an MSI was committed to highlighting the level of respect for human rights by its members, and for
holding those companies who did not respect rights to account, the quality and accessibility of this
information would be high. It is not. Instead, the lack of transparency about suspended members, along
with an absence of comprehensive reporting that details the level of compliance with each of an MSI’s
standards, risks obscuring the degree of compliance by MSI members, and thus the degree of abuses
that may be occurring both individually and across the industry. It risks allowing some members to
gain reputational benefits despite abuses still occurring.
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Our Insights
MSIs put considerable emphasis on the standards that they set, but have not developed
effective mechanisms for detecting abuses, enforcing compliance with those standards, or
transparently disclosing levels of compliance. Despite the emergence of models that enable
rights holders to legally enforce MSIs’ standards or to be actively engaged in monitoring
companies for abuses, MSIs have not adopted them. By focusing on setting standards without
adequately ensuring if members are following those standards, MSIs risk providing companies
and governments with powerful reputational benefits despite the persistence of rights abuses.

The prevailing MSI model for external monitoring is ineffective at detecting abuses because it is not
centered on understanding the perspectives and experiences of rights holders. Most monitoring
regimes do little to engender awareness of rights, build trust, and overcome power dynamics—all of
which are required before vulnerable individuals can speak plainly about rights violations. Put simply,
rights holders have not been put in the center of the design or implementation of MSI monitoring or
compliance systems.
The resulting experience for rights holders is often fairly similar—regardless of whether they are
workers, local residents, activists, or members of an indigenous community. During the typical
monitoring visit, an outside professional arrives for a few days, is unknown to rights holders, and may
not share their language, class, race, or gender. Management may have announced the pending arrival,
made preparations, or even coached people on what to say. The professional has initial meetings
with management or officials and then summons certain individuals for conversations, in which they
are asked questions about sensitive human rights issues that—if answered honestly—may result in
them losing their job, cause division or economic damage in the community, or reveal traumatizing or
stigmatizing abuses that they or others have experienced. Even in a best-case scenario, when rights
holders know about their rights and the purpose of the evaluation, and are discreetly invited off-site for
confidential interviews, the benefits of speaking frankly are often unclear—what remedial assurances
can the MSI offer that offset the risk of whistleblowing?
Generally, the answer is that little can be assured because MSIs’ accountability and compliance
procedures are inherently weak. A key component necessary to overcome the barriers to reporting
non-compliance to a third-party monitor (or through a grievance mechanism, as discussed in Insight
5: Remedy) is an understanding of what changes or consequences might occur as a result of reporting.
Without the possibility of meaningful reform arising from rights holders reporting abuses, even with
strong trust and support in the safety of the system, the risks of whistleblowing may not be worth
pursuing. However, the systems and policies that MSIs have for enforcing or encouraging compliance
have key vulnerabilities that undermine the ability of MSIs to assure rights holders that there will
be meaningful consequences for reporting abuses. MSIs have not required their members to adopt
binding commitments that are legally enforceable by rights holders. Instead, MSIs operate by primarily
seeking to work with and encourage members to change the practices that may be leading to abuse.
In instances when there exist such goodwill and sufficient resources to reform, rights holders may
experience an improvement in their livelihoods. However, if a member contests an allegation of noncompliance or is not willing to change their practices, there is often little that an MSI can do. Ultimately,
if a company or government does not want to comply with the MSI’s standards, it can simply withdraw
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from the initiative, as has occurred in a number of different MSIs.
This vulnerability leaves MSIs in a position where they need to internally decide whether to create
clear and concrete consequences for wrongdoing—at the risk of possibly losing members—or if they
prefer to retain their members even if there is evidence of non-compliance, presumably in the hope of
continuous improvement through internal engagement. This inherent tension risks undermining an
MSI’s ability to consistently and reliably enforce its standards, while also excluding rights holders from
opportunities to enforce their own standards.
A central assumption in the creation of MSIs was that the reputational cost and public relations harm of
suspension or withdrawal from an MSI would be enough to incentivize reform. However, this generally
has not deterred the worst-offending actors: companies and countries have withdrawn without major
consequence. This is exacerbated by the fact that most MSIs are not fully forthcoming about compliance
monitoring or disciplinary information, so that compliance failures, when they happen, remain hidden.
Without transparent disclosures of the level of compliance, it is impossible to understand the extent to
which members are meeting an MSI’s standards. This creates a credibility issue because it obscures
the performance of individual members, making it unclear whether the initiative is succeeding at
improving practices across an industry—placing the voluntary scheme into question.
To us, the key design features of MSIs—premised on voluntariness, top-down monitoring and
internally-controlled accountability mechanisms—mirror the same issues as underpinned in Insight
3: Standards & Scope: that MSIs have had to develop in ways that are satisfactory to, and will attract,
corporate members. As robust monitoring and accountability present major litigation, reputation, and
financial threats to companies, the multi-stakeholder nature of MSIs has meant that they have been
unable to adopt them.
Ultimately, the shortcomings of MSI monitoring and enforcement compromise their legitimacy. MSIs
all experimented with voluntary and top-down systems, and the results are highly dissatisfactory.
Without robust monitoring and enforcement that facilitate rights holder participation, members may
be able to reap the reputational benefits of an MSI without actually meeting its standards—while rights
holders continue to suffer abuses.
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